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Summary 

Centrosome amplification is a hallmark of cancer although we are still far from 

understanding how this process affects tumourigenesis [1, 2]. Besides the 

contribution of supernumerary centrosomes to mitotic defects, their biological 

effects in the post-mitotic cell are not well-known. Here we exploit the effects of 

centrosome amplification in post-mitotic cells during single cell branching. We 

show that Drosophila tracheal cells with extra centrosomes branch more than 

wild-type cells. We found that mutations in Rca1 and CycA affect subcellular 

branching, causing tracheal tip cells to form more than one subcellular lumen. 

We show that Rca1 and CycA post-mitotic cells have supernumerary 

centrosomes and that other mutant conditions that increase centrosome 

number also show excess of subcellular lumen branching. Furthermore, we 

show that de novo lumen formation is impaired in mutant embryos with less 

centrioles. The data presented here define a requirement for the centrosome as 

a microtubule-organizing center (MTOC) for the initiation of subcellular lumen 

formation. We propose that centrosomes are necessary to drive subcellular 

lumen formation. In addition, centrosome amplification increases single-cell 

branching, a process parallel to capillary sprouting in blood vessels [3]. These 

results shed new light on how centrosomes can contribute to pathology 

independently of mitotic defects. 
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Results  

 

Regulator of cyclin A1 (Rca1) is required for the modulation of subcellular 

branching 

In Drosophila, tracheal terminal cells (TCs) are formed during embryogenesis 

and they branch extensively during larval stages. During embryonic 

development, they form unicellular branches by generating a cytoplasmic 

extension and a concurrent lumen in the cytoplasm (Figure 1A, B). This so-

called intracellular or subcellular lumen [3, 4] arises by de novo growth of an 

apical membrane toward the inside of the cell, a process which depends on 

cytoplasmic extension, asymmetric actin accumulation, microtubule (MT) 

network organization, and vesicle trafficking guided by the cytoskeleton [5-7]. 

However, the detailed molecular mechanisms by which a seamless lumen 

forms and multiple subcellular branches are generated inside a single cell are 

still not well understood. With this purpose, we started by searching for TC 

lumen bifurcations within a collection of tracheal developmental mutants 

generated in an EMS screen. While many of the mutants displayed luminal 

bifurcations as a result of extra TCs [8], we identified one complementation 

group (alleles G012 and GA134) where bifurcations arose inside the TCs 

(Figure 1C, D). Mutants belonging to this group failed to complement previously 

reported Regulator of cyclin A1 (Rca1IX and Rca12) alleles [9, 10]. These mutant 

alleles and all transheterozygous combinations also showed the same 

subcellular branching phenotype (Figure 1E, F and Figure S1C, F, L). Rca1 is 

the Drosophila homolog of vertebrate Emi1 and a regulator of APC/C activity at 

various stages of the cell cycle [9, 11]. It shows high and ubiquitous expression 
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during early embryonic development, this high expression becoming restricted 

to proliferating cells after stage 13 [12]. Rca1 is required for both mitotic and 

meiotic cell cycle progression, and Rca1 mutants arrest in G2 of embryonic cell 

cycle 16 with lower numbers of cells than the wt ([12] and modENCODE) [13]). 

However, this arrest is not the cause of Rca1 mutant subcellular branching 

phenotypes, since other mutant conditions that induce the same cell-cycle 

arrest, such as fzy mutants [14], do not show TC bifurcations (Figure S1H). 

Rca1 expression in tracheal cells was sufficient to restore the normal branching 

pattern autonomously (81%, n=32, Figure S1J, M). Furthermore, Rca1 

knockdown in tracheal cells was enough to generate TC bifurcations (in 47% of 

embryos, n=17, Figure 1E,F and S1K, L). These results indicate that Rca1 in 

differentiated tracheal TCs serves to regulate subcellular branching events. 

 

Rca1 mutations expand the subcellular branching machinery 

From early developmental stages, Rca1 subcellular TC lumen formation 

followed the reported normal progression (Figure 1G,H) [5]. However, it was 

also apparent early on that these events were duplicated within the cytoplasm 

(Figure 1H and Movie S1) an observation corroborated by further 

characterization, using various cell markers. Rca1 mutant TCs that showed 

excess subcellular branching extended cytoplasmic protrusions and grew a new 

apical membrane and subcellular chitin lumen accordingly (Figure 1H and I, J, 

N, O).  

To visualize the dynamics of subcellular apical membrane formation in living 

embryos, we used a Baz/Par3-YFP construct driven by a trachea-specific line. 

As previously reported for dorsal branch (DB) TCs [5], subcellular lumen 
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formation in the wt ganglionic branch (GB) TCs appeared as a continuous 

process of sprouting from the apical side of the TC (Figure 1 G and Movies S1 

and S2). In these wt TCs, new membrane was added to the lumen of the 

principal network at the junction and continued in the direction of cell elongation 

(Figure 1G and Movie S1). In Rca1 mutant TCs, this membrane addition started 

as a double lumen from the apical junction and continued to extend as two 

lumina as the TC extended (Figure 1H and Movie S1). Each of the extending 

cytoplasmatic protrusions accumulated actin asymetrically at the tip, as 

detected by moesin, an F-actin binding protein (Figure 1 K, P). Interestingly, 

detailed analysis of Rca1 mutant TCs for constituents of the aPKC/Par6/Baz at 

early seamless lumen growth stages indicated that these components 

accumulate apically at higher levels than in wt TCs (Figure 1L, M, Q, R).  

 

CycA mutations induce similar subcellular branching phenotypes to Rca1 

Rca1 positively regulates Cyclin A (CycA) levels by inhibiting APC/C activity [9, 

12]. In Rca1 mutants, CycA is degraded through APC/C-dependent proteolysis. 

We therefore addressed whether the CycA null mutant phenotype showed the 

same subcellular branching phenotypes as Rca1. Like Rca1, CycA mutant TCs 

displayed luminal bifurcations (Figure 1T, U, V). However, they also have cell-

cycle phenotypes, lower numbers of tracheal cells [15, 16] and morphogenetic 

defects [17]. CycB was also found to be degraded prematurely in Rca1 mutants 

[9]; however, whilst CycB mutants have cell-cycle defects they did not show 

subcellular branching phenotypes (Figure S1N-P). As previously concluded 

from the analysis of fzy mutants, the CycB results are consistent with the 
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subcellular branching phenotypes present in Rca1 and CycA mutants not being 

directly attributable to the mitotic arrest in embryonic cell cycles. 

 

Rca1 and CycA mutant cells have supernumerary centrosomes 

What could the function of two so-called mitotic proteins in differentiation be? It 

is worth mentioning that in the developing tracheal system, once placodes start 

invagination no further cell division occurs. Therefore, the effect of Rca1 and 

CycA in the regulation of subcellular branching is most likely a post-mitotic 

function/effect of these mitotic proteins. 

Subcellular lumen formation depends on a mechanism based on MT network 

organization [3, 5]. Therefore we wondered whether: (i) Rca1 and CycA 

mutations affect the MT network and (ii) if changes in the MT network might be 

responsible for the extra subcellular lumen phenotypes. 

Both Rca1 and CycA modulate the activity of APC/C [9, 11, 18-20]. Moreover, 

oscillation of APC/C activity provides an additional mechanism for coupling the 

centrosome duplication cycle with replication [18]. The centrosome is the major 

MT organizing center (MTOC) of cells, and centrosomes play a crucial role in 

the maintenance of cell polarity and cytoplasmic architecture [21]. Therefore, we 

asked whether Rca1 and CycA mutants showed aberrant centrosome numbers. 

We first quantified centrosome numbers in wt and Rca1 mutant TCs. We 

detected an average of 2.3 ± 0.5 centrosomes per TC in the wt (n=33) and 3.8 ± 

0.6 centrosomes per TC in Rca1 mutants (n=42) (Figure 2A, B). In wt and Rca1 

TCs, centrosomes localized at the apical side of the TC at embryonic stage 14 

(72% in wt, n=33 and 69% in Rca1, n=42) (Figure 4A,B). Centrosome number 

was variable between cells in the same mutant embryo.  
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Due to the technical difficulties of quantifying centrosome numbers in 

multicellular tissues and to confirm the results above, we quantified the 

numbers of centrosomes in Rca1 and CycA mutant cells in culture. To do so, 

we performed RNAi of both Rca1 and CycA in S2 cells. An increment in 

centrosome number was detected after either Rca1 or CycA downregulation 

(Figure 2C, D). As controls we used slmb and SAK/PLK4 that have been 

reported to increase and decrease centrosome number, respectively [22-24]. 

RNAi of slimb in the same conditions resulted in a similar increase in the 

proportion of cells with more than two centrioles, and RNAi of SAK/PLK4 led to 

a reduction in the number of cells with more than two centrioles (Figure 2C, D). 

 

Centrosome amplification leads to extra subcellular branching 

To examine whether the supernumerary centrosomes in Rca1 and CycA 

mutants might be the cause leading to extra subcellular branching, we asked if 

we could get a similar phenotype by changing centrosome numbers by a 

different mechanism. 

We first examined subcellular branching in slimb (slmb) embryos. Slmb is 

directly involved in centrosome amplification through the degradation of 

SAK/Plk4 [23, 25]. In slmb loss-of-function conditions, there is a high proportion 

of cells with more than two centrosomes [23]. The same effect is achieved when 

a non-degradable form of SAK, SAK-ND, is expressed in Drosophila cells [23]. 

We detected extra subcellular branching in slmb tracheal TCs (Figure 3B, G 

and S2B, F), thereby corroborating our hypothesis that higher numbers of 

centrosomes lead to extra subcellular branching events. In addition, we 

observed extra subcellular branching in TCs expressing SAK-ND (Figure 3C, G 
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and S2C, F). Of note, although SAK-ND was overexpressed in all tracheal cells 

by means of a btl driver, we detected luminal bifurcations only in the TCs. This 

result is similar to that obtained by overexpressing SAK-ND only in tracheal TCs 

(Figure S2D, E). 

Since branching is physiologically induced upon overactivation of the FGF 

pathway, we also addressed whether centrosome amplification was required in 

these conditions. However, under conditions of FGFR overactivation, we mainly 

found GB branching as a result of higher numbers of TCs and not as a result of 

more subcellular lumina generation (Figure S3 A). In addition, in all TCs 

analysed under conditions of FGFR overactivation (n=16) we could not detect 

any supernumerary centrosomes (Figure S3 D,E). This suggests that 

subcellular lumen branching upon overactivation of FGFR does not seem to be 

dependent on centrosome amplification, at least during embryonic stages. 

If extra centrosomes lead to luminal bifurcations in tracheal TCs, then a 

reduction in centrosome number might impair TC subcellular lumen formation. 

Sas-4 protein is essential for centriole replication in Drosophila [26]. Sas-4 

mutants gradually lose centrioles during embryonic development, such that by 

stage 15-16 centrioles are no longer detected in 50-80% of cells [26]. According 

to our hypothesis that centrosomes play a role in subcellular lumen formation, 

we detected that 88% of sas-4 mutants analysed had defects in TC subcellular 

lumen generation, quantified as at least one TC without subcellular lumen, 

despite high variability in the penetrance of the phenotypes (n=17 embryos, 

Figure 3E and S2G, I-L). Indeed, in sas-4 mutant embryos we could detect TCs 

with 0, 1 and 2 centrosomes (Figure S2 J-L and P) and we could correlate the 

formation of a subcellular TC lumen only with the presence of 2 centrosomes 
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(n=29, Figure S2 L, Q). Furthermore, sas-4 mutations rescued the Rca1 

bifurcation phenotype (Figure 3F, G and S2F, H, M-O), despite the same 

variability in centrosome number (Figure S2 P), suggesting that sas-4 mutations 

prevent the generation of supernumerary centrosomes in Rca1 mutant TCs. 

Taken together these data support a direct role for centrosomes in subcellular 

lumen formation. 

 

Centrosomes are MTOCs during TC lumen initiation 

We detected that centrosomes localize apically, near the cell-cell junction, in 

both wt and Rca1 mutant TC (Figure 4A-F and S4C,D and Movie S3). In 

addition, there is a close relationship between localization of the centrosome 

pair in the wild-type and the site of initiation of luminal extension (Figure 4 E 

and Movie S3). In Rca1 mutant TC the supernumerary centrosomes also 

localize apically in close contact with the extending bifurcated lumina (Figure 4 

F inset and Movie S3). 

The centrosome is the major MTOC in dividing and many postmitotic 

differentiated cells. However, in other cell types, MTOC function is reassigned 

from the centrosome to non-centrosomal sites [27]. In particular, in tracheal 

multicellular tubes, MT reorganization is coupled to relocalization of the MTOC 

components from the centrosome to the apical luminal cell domain [28]. We 

therefore questioned whether TC centrosomes were active as MTOCs. We 

observed stable acetylated MTs extending from these centrosomes (Figure 4G). 

In the wt, MT bundles emanate from near the cell-cell apical junction to the 

periphery of the TC [5]. We detected that these microtubules emanate from the 

centrosomal site (Figure 4G). In Rca1 TCs, the supranumerary centrosomes 
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were also observed in apical positions, where they associated with MTs (Figure 

4H). MTs are nucleated and anchored by the microtubule nucleator -tubulin (-

tub), which is embedded within the pericentriolar material (PCM) of the 

centrosome [29]. We found that the apically localized centrosomes of wt and 

Rca1 TCs accumulated -tub, thereby confirming their role as active MTOCs 

during subcellular lumen initiation (Figure 4I, J). We complemented these 

results with time-lapse imaging of EB1 and Asl in wt TCs (Movie S4 and Figure 

S4 E).  In a second approach, we used a cold treatment assay, which is 

reversible and allows the evaluation of both MT disassembly and reassembly 

[28]. After 6 h at 4°C, MT fibers are depolymerized in TCs of wt and Rca1 

mutants (Fig. 4L, P). Upon recovery for 2 min at room temperature (RT), MTs 

can be detected at the centrosomal sites (Fig. 4M, Q). Together, these results 

suggest that TC centrosomes are active MTOCs during subcellular lumen 

initiation. 

 

Discussion 

Here we report a new role for the centrosome in cytoskeletal remodeling during 

subcellular lumen formation. Our findings demonstrate that centrosomes are 

essential for the formation of tracheal TC subcellular lumina and that 

centrosome number is a key determinant of the number of subcellular lumina.  

The graphical representation of our findings on the involvement of centrosomes 

in subcellular lumen formation in tracheal TCs is shown in Figure 4S, T. In wt 

TCs, two centrosomes localize apically to the junction of the TC with the stalk 

cell. There, they become MTOCs and provide the cytoskeletal structure 

necessary to start forming the ingrowing subcellular lumen (Figure 4S). The 
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MTs that emanate from this centrosome-pair grow towards the basolateral 

membrane (tip) of the TC, forming two tracks through which membrane can be 

delivered and the new lumen built (Figure 4S and S4A,B). In TCs with 

supernumerary centrosomes, extra apically localized MTOCs are active, leading 

to extra growing MT-tracks and the consequent formation of luminal bifurcations 

(Figure 4T).  

We observed higher levels of apical complex proteins such as Baz and aPKC in 

Rca1 mutant TCs (Figure 1Q,R), and these TCs had supernumerary 

centrosomes that localized apically (Figure 4D,F). Therefore, our data suggest 

that a higher-order complex formed by centrosomes and apical complex 

proteins is required to achieve the polarization event that triggers subcellular 

lumen initiation. Accordingly, previous studies have shown a close association 

between Baz, aPKC and centrosomal proteins during cytoplasmic polarization 

events [30-33]. We propose that the structure formed by the centrosome pair, 

which localizes apically in wt TCs, is necessary for the organized expansion of 

the apical plasma membrane towards the tip of the cell. This notion is in 

agreement with our observations that subcellular lumina in cells lacking this 

centrosome pair do not extend within the TC (Figure 3E and S2J). On the basis 

of our results and observations reported in cells with similar subcellular lumina, 

we propose that this model can be generalized to other species such as C. 

elegans [34] and mouse [35].  

We show that centrosome amplification in all tracheal cells increases branching 

of only the TCs. This suggests that centrosomes are particularly important as 

MTOCs in single-cell de novo lumen formation. The main difference between 

these and non-centrosomal complex arrangements of MTs, such as those 
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present in Drosophila embryonic tracheal cells with non-subcellular lumina [28] 

or C. elegans embryonic intestinal cells [36], is the necessity for symmetry 

breaking within the cytoplasm, the need for rapid and radical cytoskeletal 

remodeling and the generation of new intracellular structures. This is particularly 

important during periods in which rapid subcellular lumen formation is required, 

such as rapid organ growth or angiogenesis.  

Many studies have noted a positive correlation between centrosome 

amplification and advanced tumours, recurrence and poor survival [1, 2]. 

However the molecular basis for this has remained elusive. Very few studies 

have analysed the consequences of centrosome amplification in vivo in the 

context of a whole organism. In addition, the results reported were related to 

cell proliferation and survival and not to the consequences of centrosome 

amplification in differentiated cells of specific tissues [37-41].  Using cell culture 

systems, Godinho and coworkers have recently shown that centrosome 

amplification promotes cellular invasion, concluding that centrosome 

amplification can promote features of malignant transformation by altering the 

cytoskeleton [42]. Here we report that centrosome amplification increases 

branching in epithelial cells within a whole living organism. This occurs during a 

process similar to capillary sprouting of blood vessels during angiogenesis. 

Therefore, our findings shed more light on the consequences of centrosome 

amplification in differentiated cell behaviour and further strengthen the 

importance of cytoskeletal regulation during subcellular lumen formation, a 

process involved in angiogenic sprouting. 

 

Supplemental Information 
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Supplemental Information includes Experimental Procedures, 4 figures and 4 

movies. 
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1. Rca1 mutant embryos show tracheal TC branching phenotypes 

(A - D) Tip of tracheal GBs at embryonic stage 16, displaying the tip and stalk 

cells and their lumina and stained for lumen (with CBP in red) and btlGFP in B 

and D to visualize tracheal cells (green), and DSRF to show the TC nucleus 

(green in A and C and blue in B and D). (A, B) wild-type TCs with a single 

lumen each; (C, D) Rca1 mutant TCs showing subcellular lumen bifurcations. 

Scale bar represents 5 m. See also Figure S1. 

(E) Quantitation of the number of luminal bifurcations per embryo (± SEM) in 

various allelic combinations of Rca1 and when Rca1 is downregulated in 

tracheal cells by RNAi. (F) Quantitation of the population of embryos that show 

luminal bifurcations in various allelic combinations of Rca1 and when Rca1 is 

downregulated in tracheal cells by RNAi. wt n=41; Rca1G012 n=52; 

Rca1G012/Rca1IX n=56; Rca1G012/Df(2L)ED6569  n=26; btl>Rca1RNAi n=17. 

See also Figure S1. 

(G and H) Frames from movie S1, wt (G) and Rca1 (H) showing several stages 

of subcellular lumen extension in the wild-type (G) and in Rca1 mutant (H) GBs. 

The growing subcellular lumen extends from the cell-cell junction between the 

tip and stalk cell (asterisk).  In the wild-type, only one subcellular lumen extends 

from the junction (G), whereas in the mutant two lumina extend from this point 

(H). Numbers on the lower right hand corner are minutes. See also Movie S1. 

(I-R) Analysis of Rca1 TC characteristics in comparison with wild-type TCs. (I, J, 

O, P) Rca1 TCs grow lumina that structurally resemble the wild-type in lumen 

components such as chitin and Gasp/2A12 (N) or apical membrane markers 
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such as Baz (O). (K,P) Actin accumulates at the tip of the TC and the 

subcellular lumina grow in the direction of this actin-rich spot (arrows) both in 

wild-type (K) and Rca1 TCs (P). (L, M, Q, R) Rca1 TCs accumulate higher 

amounts of apical components such as aPKC (Q, asterisk) and Baz (R, 

asterisk). Scale bars represent 5 m. 

(S) Quantitation of Baz accumulation at the TC junction per embryo GB in wt (± 

SEM, n=5 embryos) and Rca1 (± SEM, n=5 embryos). Rca1 mutant embryos 

display an average of 5.6 TCs per embryo with higher Baz accumulation in 

contrast to 0.6 TCs in the wt (n=80 GB TCs). 

(T-U) Tip of tracheal GBs at embryonic stage 16 displaying the tip and stalk 

CycA mutant cells stained for lumen (with CBP in red) in T and U and btl>GFP 

in U to visualize tracheal cells (green), and DSRF to show the TC nucleus 

(green in T and blue in U). CycA mutant TCs show subcellular lumen 

bifurcations. Scale bars represent 5 m. 

(V) Quantitation of the population of embryos that show luminal bifurcations in 

Rca1 (n=52) in comparison with CycA mutant embryos (n=45). 

 

Figure 2. Centriole amplification in Rca1 and CycA mutant cells 

(A and B) Centrioles observed in tracheal TCs at the stage of initiation of 

luminal elongation. (A) Rca1 heterozygote and homozygote TCs stained for Asl 

to mark centrioles (green), btl::moeRFP to mark tracheal cells (Red) and DSRF 

to visualize the nucleus of the TC (blue); the white line marks the borders of the 

TC and the junction of the TC with the stalk cell. Note the higher numbers of 

centrioles in both Rca1 mutant tracheal cells and in the surrounding tissues. (B) 

Quantitation of centrioles in heterozygote (± SEM; n= 33) and mutant Rca1 TCs 
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(± SEM; n= 42). 

(C and D) Centriole amplification observed after depletion of Rca1 and CycA is 

at the same level as the one produced by depletion of slmb. (C) Cells were 

treated with dsRNA (indicated) and assayed for centriole numbers. CP309 (red) 

and DNA (blue). Scale bar represents 5 m. (D) Quantitation of supernumerary 

centrioles after RNAi. Results were normalized relative to controls (ratio is equal 

to 1 in Gal controls). Data are the average of three RNAi experiments ± SEM 

(n = 200 cells in each experiment).  

 

Figure 3. Centriole numbers affect subcellular lumen formation 

(A - C) Tip of tracheal GBs at embryonic stage 16 displaying the tip and 2-3 

stalk cells and their lumen, and stained with GFP to visualize tracheal cells 

(green), CBP to stain the tracheal chitinous lumen (red), and DSRF to show the 

TC nucleus (blue). (A) wild-type TCs with a single lumen each; (B) slmb mutant 

TCs showing subcellular lumen bifurcations; (C) btl>SAKND/SAKOE tracheal 

cells showing one cell with a luminal bifurcation and one wild-type TC lumen. 

See also Figure S2. 

(D – F) sas-4 mutant (E) and Rca1;sas-4 double mutant (F) GB TCs compared 

to wild-type (D) TCs; stained with CBP to reveal the tracheal chitinous lumen 

(red) and DSRF to show the TC nucleus (blue). (E) sas-4 mutant TCs have 

defects in subcellular lumen formation in 88% of all GB TCs (n= 19 embryos) 

(F) sas-4 removal rescues the luminal bifurcation phenotype of Rca1 mutant 

TCs. See also Figure S2. 
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(G) Quantitation of the population of embryos with bifurcations in the distinct 

genotypes. wt n=41; Rca1G012 n=52; slmb n=46; btl>SAKND n=50; 

Rca1G012;sas-4 n=35. See also Figure S2. 

 

Figure 4. Centrosomes are MTOCs during the initiation of subcellular 

lumen formation 

(A, B) Tracheal GBs at embryonic stage 14 (A) and stage 16 (B) showing the tip 

cells and their lumina, and stained with anti-GFP to visualize YFP centrioles 

(green) and btl::moeRFP to mark tracheal cells and the junction (arrow) 

between the tip and stalk cells (red). The two centrosomes in the TC localize 

near the tip-cell – stalk cell junction (circle in A’’ and B’’). AslYFP is expressed in 

all cells in the embryo and not just in the tracheal cells. Images are single 

confocal scans or projections of only 2-3 scans to include the whole terminal 

cell. Scale bars are 5 µm. 

(C, D) Live frames showing Rca1 heterozygous (C) and homozygous (D) 

embryos carrying constructs expressing Moe in all tracheal cells (btl::moerfp) 

and AslYFP in all cells. (C) Rca1 heterozygous TC with 2 centrosomes near the 

apical cell-cell junction; (D) Rca1 homozygous TC with 4 centrosomes localized 

apically.  

(E,F) Progression of early stages of lumen formation in Rca1 heterozygous (E) 

and homozygous (F) TCs carrying constructs expressing Moe (stained red), 

AslYFP (stained green) and stained for chitin to mark the growing lumen in blue. 

(E’, F’) confocal scans depicting only the lumen in white and centrosomes in 

cyan to show the relative positions of the centrosomes to the lumen; dotted 
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white line marks the TC borders; insets show only the lumen. Scale bars are 5 

µm. 

(G, H) Stable MTs in Rca1 heterozygous (G) and homozygous (H) TCs carrying 

constructs expressing Moe (stained red), AslYFP (stained green) and stained 

acetylated MTs in blue. (G’, H’) confocal scans depicting only the MT bundles; 

dotted black line marks the TC borders insets show MTs and centrosomes. 

Scale bars are 5 µm. See also Figure S4. 

(I, J) Wild-type (I) and Rca1 (J) TCs carrying the AslYFP construct and stained 

for YFP and -tubulin to show whether the apical TC centrosomes are active 

MTOCs; (I’, J’) higher magnification of (I, J) depicting how centrosomes 

colocalize with -tubulin; (I’’, J’’) only -tubulin staining. Note that the 

centrosome outside the TC does not colocalize with -tubulin in I’. Scale bars 

are 5 µm. See also Figure S4. 

(K-R) Microtubule depolymerization-repolymerization assay in wt (K-N) and 

Rca1 (O-R) mutant embryos. After a 6h incubation at 4°C (L, P), MTs are 

depolymerised (compare K, O with L, P, respectively); after 2min at room 

temperature (RT) (M, Q) MTs start regrowing from the centrosome pair in the wt 

and the 4 centrosomes in Rca1, near the apical junction of the TC; after 30 min 

at RT (N, R) MTs have fully regrown from the centrosomes. Centrioles are 

detected by the Asl-YFP transgene, MTs are detected by a -tubulin antibody. 

Scale bars are 2 µm. 

(S) Graphical representation of our findings and the involvement of 

centrosomes in subcellular lumen formation in wild-type tracheal TCs. Straight 

arrows indicate time progression and dotted arrows cell migration. (T) Graphical 
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representation of our findings and the involvement of centrosomes in 

subcellular lumen formation in tracheal TCs with supernumerary centrosomes. 
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Figure S1. Related to Figure 1– Rca1 mutant alleles display extra subcellular lumen (bifurcation) 
phenotypes 
(A) Ventral view of a wt stage 16 embryo stained with 2A12 and showing the ganglionic braches (GBs). 
In the wt, each terminal cell of each GB, extends only one subcellular lumen (asterisk); (B) Ventral view 
of a Rca1G012 homozygous stage 16 embryo stained with 2A12 (anti-Gasp) and showing the extra 
subcellular branching phenotypes displayed by the GB terminal cells (arrow); (C) Ventral view of a 
Rca1G012/Rca1IX stage 16 embryo stained with 2A12 and showing the extra subcellular branching 
phenotypes displayed by the GB terminal cells (arrow); (D) Dorsal view of a wt stage 16 embryo stained 
with 2A12 and showing the dorsal braches (DBs). In the wt, each terminal cell of each DB, extends only 
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one subcellular lumen (asterisk); (E) Dorsal view of a Rca1G012 homozygous stage 16 embryo stained 
with 2A12 and showing the extra subcellular branching phenotypes displayed by the DB terminal cells 
(arrow); (F) Dorsal view of a Rca1G012/Rca1IX stage 16 embryo stained with 2A12 and showing the extra 
subcellular branching phenotypes displayed by the DB terminal cells (arrow). 
(G) Magnified region (see square in A) of the ventral side of stage 16 wt embryo, showing GB lumina in 
detail; (H) same region in a fzy homozygous embryo; (I) Rca1G012 embryo; (J) Rca1G012 embryo rescued 
by the expression of a full length Rca1 construct driven in tracheal cells (btl positive cells); (K) Detail of 
an embryo where Rca1 was downregulated by means of Rca1RNAi expression in tracheal cells. 
(L) Quantification of the number of extracellular lumen events found per embryo in each of the allelic 
combinations tested. We counted the number of extracellular lumen events per embryo and results are 
presented in percentage of embryos displaying each of the phenotypes. wt n=41, Rca1G012 n=52, 
Rca1G012/Rca1IX n=56, Rca1G012/Df(2L)6569 n=26, btl>Rca1RNAi n=17. We did not differentiate 
between number of extracellular lumina per terminal cell (i.e. more than one lumen per cell was 
quantified as a bifurcation as these represented the majority of cases).  
(M) Percentage of embryos with extra subcellular lumen phenotypes in the wt (n=41) and Rca1G012 

(n=52) compared with Rca1 rescued embryos. The expression of a full length Rca1 construct in tracheal 
cells from stage 11, rescues the terminal bifurcation phenotypes in 81% of the embryos analysed (n=32). 
(N-P) CycB mutant embryos do not develop luminal bifurcations in TCs. (N) Lateral view of a stage 16 
CycB embryo showing branching phenotypes in multicellular tracheal branches; (O) Ventral view of the 
same stage 16 CycB embryo showing GB phenotypes such as lack of 2A12 staining in some GBs, but no 
apparent bifurcations; (P) Magnified ventral region of another stage 16 CycB embryo showing the tips of 
the GBs and the single lumina of the TCs. 
 



 
 
Figure S2. Related to Figure 3 - Centrosome number is directly linked to subcellular lumen 
extension 
(A-C) Magnified region (see square in S1 A) of the ventral side of stage 16 embryos, showing GB lumina 
in detail. (A) wt; (B) slmb mutant; (C) wt embryo carrying a SAKND construct driven in all tracheal cells 
(btl positive cells) from stage 11 – tracheal cell SAKOE. 
(D-E) Detail of a DB showing the TC in green due to the expression of GFP in DSRF expressing cells 
only. (D) Expression of a UASGFP; (E) Expression of a UASSAKNDGFP – TC SAKOE. 
(F) Quantification of the percentage of embryos of the genotypes described in the x-axis, which display 
none, 1, 2 or more than 3 bifurcations. Rca1G012 n=52, CycACL8R1 n=45, slmb00295 n=46, btl>SAKND 
n=50, Rca1G012;sas-42214 n= 35 embryos. 



(G-H) Magnified region of the ventral side of stage 16 embryos, showing GB lumina in detail. (G) sas-4 
mutant; (H) Rca1;sas-4 double mutant; double mutants show a clear rescue of the bifurcation phenotypes 
of Rca1, despite still showing guidance phenotypes. 
(I) Quantification of sas-4 and Rca1;sas-4 lack of TC lumina phenotypes and comparison with the wt. 
sas-4 mutant luminal phenotypes are very variable, ranging from none (wt-like) to very few TCs without 
lumen to nearly all the embryonic GB TCs displaying no subcellular lumina. In the case of the double 
mutant, embryos range from no TC lumen to about half of the GBs not displaying subcellular lumina. 
(J-L) Detail of sas-4 GB TCs at stage 16. (J) TC with no centrosome; (K, K’) TC with only one 
centrosome (arrow in K’); (L, L’) TC with 2 centrosomes (arrows in L’); please note how TCs have 
already extended in all cases and only in (L, L’) there is the beginning of a subcellular lumen (asterisk in 
L’). 
(M-O) Detail of Rca1;sas-4 double mutant GB TCs at stage 16. (M) TC with no centrosome; (N) TC with 
only one centrosome (arrow); (O) TC with 2 centrosomes (arrows); only in (O) there is the formation of a 
subcellular lumen (asterisk). 
(P) Quantitation of centriole number per TC in sas-4 mutants (n=29) and Rca1;sas-4 double mutants 
(n=25). In Rca1;sas-4 double mutants centrioles vary from 0 to 2 per TC, rescuing the supernumerary 
centrosome phenotype of Rca1 mutant embryos. 
(Q) Correlation of the number of centrioles per TC in sas-4 mutants (n=29) and Rca1;sas-4 double 
mutants (n=25). In both cases, we found that all TCs analysed that display no centrioles do not extend a 
subcellular lumen, whereas mutant cells with 2 centrioles extend a subcellular lumen. 
  



 

 
 
Figure S3. Related to Figure 3 – Activation of FGFR in embryonic stages does not lead to 
supernumerary centrosomes 
Since branching is physiologically induced upon hypoxia, we addressed whether centrosome 
amplification was required in these conditions. One consequence of hypoxia is the upregulation of FGFR 
activity in the tracheal system, therefore we questioned if centrosome amplification could be detected 
upon FGFR overactivation. We and others have analysed the consequences of bnl overexpression 
(condition that mimics hypoxia by upregulating FGFR activity in tracheal cells) in tissues surrounding the 
GB TCs (midline cells). These conditions increased GB branching mainly by increasing the numbers of 
tip cells in the GBs [S1]. We have quantified the number of times we could detect TCs with extra 
subcellular lumina.  
(A) Detail of a ventral region of a stage 16 embryo where FGFR (Btl) has been overactivated in tracheal 
cells by expression of its ligand FGF (Bnl) in the midline. Please not all bifurcations generated by 2 tip 
cells (TCs are detected by DSRF nuclear expression). We analysed 96 GBs and could only detect 2 with 
extra subcellular lumina in contrast with 43 that display bifurcations generated by 2 TCs. 
(B,C) Detail of 2 TCs where 2 subcellular lumina are generated within the same TC (arrows). In the few 
cases where a subcellular lumen bifurcation is generated inside one TC, these bifurcations are quite 
incipient and different from the ones generated by centrosome amplification, as they seem to emanate not 
from the apical junction but from the TC lumen itself (arrows). 
(D,E) Detail of 2 TCs where FGFR (Btl) has been overactivated by expression of its ligand FGF (Bnl) in 
the midline. Centrosomes are marked in green (arrows in D’ and E’) and lumen in blue. As in the 
examples presented here, in all cases analysed (n=16), we could not detect any supernumerary 
centrosomes. This suggests that subcellular lumen branching upon overactivation of FGFR does not seem 
to be dependent on centrosome amplification, at least during embryonic stages.  
  



 
 
Figure S4. Related to Figure 4 – Two MT tracks are formed on each side of the ingrowing lumen in 
association with the centrosomes 
(A,B) Detail of a TC stained in green due to the expression of GFP in btl expressing cells with marked 
MTs (acetylated-tubulin) in red and the lumen (CBP) in blue. B is a close-up of A. 
(C-D) Frames from Movie S3 wt (C) and Rca1 (D) showing several stages of subcellular lumen extension 
in the wild-type (C) and in Rca1 mutant (D) GBs. Flies carry a construct that marks all centrioles in the 
embryo (AslmKate) and another that labels Baz only in tracheal cells (btl>bazYFP). The growing 
subcellular lumen extends from the cell-cell junction between the tip and stalk cell (white arrows).  In the 
wild-type, only one subcellular lumen extends from the junction (C), whereas in the mutant two lumina 
extend from this point (D). Centrosomes associate with Baz at the cell-cell junction. In (C) 2 centrosomes 
are associated with the TC apical junction and in (D) 4 centrosomes are associated with the TC apical 
junction. Numbers on the lower right hand corner are minutes. White circles mark the region where TC 
centrosomes localize in each frame. See also Movie S3. 
(E) Frames from Movie S4 showing initiation of subcellular lumen extension in wild-type GB. Flies carry 
a construct that marks all centrioles in the embryo (AslmKate) and another that labels EB1 only in 
tracheal cells (btl>EBI1GFP). The centrosomes at the apical junction of the TC associate with EB1. 
Numbers on the lower right hand corner are seconds. White line marks the TC membrane. See also Movie 
S4. 
  



Supplemental Experimental Procedures 
 
Drosophila strains and genetics 
All D. melanogaster strains were raised at 25°C under standard conditions. Mutant chromosomes were 
balanced over LacZ or GFP-labelled balancer chromosomes. Overexpression and rescue experiments 
were carried out either with btlGAL4 (M. Affolter) or trhGAL4 (Bloomington Stock Center [S2]) drivers 
at 25°C or 29°C. y1w118 (wild-type), rca1IX, rca12, CycAC8LR1, slmb0295, Sas-42214, UAS-SrcGFP, 
simGAL4 and UAS-slmb-RNAi are described in FlyBase. UAS-Rca1RNAi (VDRC), UAS-SAKND (M. 
Bettencourt-Dias), UAS-Rca1 (F. Sprenger), UAS-bazYFP (L. Gervais), Asl::YFP and Asl::m-Kate (C. 
Gonzalez), btl::MoeGFP (S. Hayashi), btl::MoeRFP (M. Affolter), UAS-EB1GFP (A. Guichet), UASbnl 
(M. Krasnow) and Rca1G012 (this work).  
 
Immunohistochemistry, image acquisition and processing 
Standard protocols for immunostaining were applied. The following antibodies were used: rat anti-DE-
cad (DCAD2, DSHB); rabbit and rat anti-DSRF (J. Casanova); mouse anti-Crb (Cq4, DSHB) goat anti-
GFP (AbCAm) rabbit anti-GFP (Molecular Probes); mAb2A12 (DSHB); rabbit anti-dRip11 (J. 
Casanova); mouse anti-acetylated-tubulin (Sigma), mouse anti-alpha-tubulin (DM1A, Thermofisher) 
rabbit anti-gamma-tubulin (C. Gonzalez) and chicken anti-β-gal (Cappel). Biotinylated, Cy3-, Cy2- and 
Cy5-conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) or Alexa conjugated secondary 
antibodies (Thermofisher) were used at 1:250. For some fluorescent stainings, the signal was amplified 
using TSA (NEN Life Sciences) when required. Chitin was visualised with CBP. Confocal images of 
fixed embryos were obtained either with a Leica TCS-SPE or a Leica TCS-SP5 system. Images were 
processed using Fiji and assembled using Photoshop. 
 
Constructs, RNAi and Cell Lines 
dsRNA against SAK, slmb, Rca1 and CycA was made from genomic and plasmid DNA and transfected 
into Drosophila S2 [S3]. A list of primer pairs can be found in Table S1. Drosophila S2 cells were 
cultured and transfected with 40 mg of dsRNA and 20 ml of Transfast (Promega) in 6-well plates. Cells 
were harvested after 4 days unless otherwise indicated. 
 
List of primers used 
 

RNAi 
primers 

Forward Reverse 

CYCA TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAG
ATTTCACGTCATGGTTCTCTT 

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGGCCA
AGAAATCGAATGTGGT 

RCA1 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAG
GCCTCGCTTATGAAAACCC 

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGTTTC
AATCGCCACACAGTAG 

SLMB TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAG
AGCACAGGCCTTCACAACCACT
ATG 

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGTTGC
AGACCAGCTCGGATGATTT 

SAK TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAG
AATACGGGAGGAATTTAAGCA
AGTC 

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGATTA
TAACGCGTCGGAAGCAGTCT 
 

 
Quantitative Analysis 
For quantification of centrosome numbers in S2 cells after RNAi experiments, a total of 200 cells were 
scored per sample per slide. Cells were categorized according to number of centrosomes present (1, 2, 3, 
4 or more than 4). Data shown are an average of 3 independent experiments. 
The number of centrosomes per terminal cell in wild type, Rca1 and CycA mutant embryos was counted 
in fixed and stained samples of stage 14 embryos. 
The number of supernumerary terminal branches per terminal cell in wild type, Rca1, CycA, slmb, sas-4, 
rca1;sas-4 and SAKOE embryos was manually counted in fixed and stained samples of stage 16-17 
embryos.  
Student T-tests were used to determine whether phenotypes were significant. 
 
Time-lapse imaging 
Dechorionated embryos were immobilised with glue on a coverslip and covered with Oil 10-S Voltalef 
(VWR). To visualise centrosomes in vivo, Asl::YFP and Asl::m-Kate were used in the indicated 
backgrounds. Tracheal cells were visualised with btl::moeRFP or btlGAL4UASsrcGFP where indicated. 



Imaging was done with a spectral confocal microscope Leica TCS SP5. The images were acquired every 
3 or 4 mins in Movies 1 and 2 over 50-75 µm from stage 14-15 embryos for 2–3 h. and every 10-38 secs 
in movies 3-6 over 50-75 µm from stage 14-15 embryos for 1–2 h. Frames are results of maximum 
projections. The movies were assembled using Fiji [S4]. 
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